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ART - YEAR 7 THE FORMAL ELEMENTS IN ART

THE
COLOUR
WHEEL

COMPLIMENTARY COLOURS
Van Gogh’s painting technique
Orange and blue accentuate each other in Van Gogh’s Café
Terrace on the Place du Forum, Arles, 1888.
He has used very bold colour to move our eyes around the
painting, not just by the composition, but by his use of
complementary colour:
1. The rear windows – have a very strong
orange sitting right next to a pure ultramarine,
this causes the shimmering effect to give the
evening window light a ‘glow’.

2. The front of the cobbles – He has used this effect on a
more subtle level where the small arches of orange and blue
add movement, reflecting the movement and life within a cafe.
3. Warm and cool colours – add a visual depth to it due to the
fact that cool colour recedes into the background and warm
colours come forward.

Computing KS3 – Year 7 – Learning Objectives
Key terms and areas to learn term 1:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internet – Infrastructure that makes up global network of networks
WWW – Hyperlinked webpages (software that runs on Internet)
Topology – Layout of network (top-down view)
Accuracy and bias of information – Ability to assess accuracy of information and how to spot bias.
E-Safety – Understand risks of online use and how to minimise risks. What to do to report suspicious behaviour.
Audience and purpose of design: Concept of designing for a target audience and creating a product for a particular purpose.
Moodboard – A collection of colours, fonts, styles, images that summarise the theme of a product.
Malware – Concept of malicious software (virus, worm, Trojan) and impact of them.

Internet vs WWW

Network topologies

Mood board

Design Technology

Inputs

How do electronic systems work?
A system is made up of components that work together to control a task or
activity.
A system consists of inputs, processes and outputs.

For a system to be controlled it needs to be manually triggered [switched on] or it
needs to sense a change such as heat, sound, movement or light. To do this it
needs an input component or sensor.
The most common input is a switch. You should know about the following input
components.

Systems diagrams
To make systems easier to understand we use a system diagram to clearly layout
the input, process and output stages of the system.
This systems diagram explains how a basic night light works.
INPUT

PROCESS

OUTPUT

switch

Light on

Light

Open and closed loop systems
The systems diagram above is an open loop system, the input directly controls the
output.
A better system would be if the light only came on when it got dark. To do this we
need to make a system that can make decisions.

Is it dark?

Light sensor

Switch off Light

Y

Switch on Light

N

A closed loop system is able to make a decision using feedback from a sensor. In
the improved night light system, the light will be automatically switched on or off
depending on how dark it is.

Outputs
Output components are used to give off a detectable effect such as light, heat,
sound or movement.
You should know about the following output components

What are timbers?
Timbers are categorised as hardwoods or softwood. These names are given
to reflect the cell structure of the tree and not the strength of the wood.
Hardwoods come from deciduous or broad-leafed trees, that drop their leaves
in winter. They are generally slow growing taking hundreds of years to
reach maturity, which makes the timber from hardwood trees more expensive.
Softwood timber comes from coniferous trees, which have needles instead of
leaves. They are often known as evergreen as most of them keep their needles all
year round. Softwoods grow faster than hardwoods typically 25 years to reach
maturity and so are cheaper and more sustainable because new trees can be
grown faster than the rate at which they are cut down.

Growth

Managed in sustainable forests. Grow quickly

Cost

Generally cheaper than hardwoods

Availability

Easily available and more sustainable

Properties

Less durable, less dense and easier to work than most
hardwoods

Manufactured boards

Hard woods
Common hardwood timbers that you should know
include:

ash, beech, oak, balsa and mahogany.

Growth

Softwoods

Grow slowly. Exotic hardwoods felling can cause ecological
problems

Cost

More expensive than softwoods

Availability

Home grown hardwoods are easily available. Tropical
hardwoods are becoming more rare and expensive .

Properties

Generally very durable and hard wearing. With care they
can last for centuries. They can be difficult to work.

Softwoods
Common softwoods timbers that you should know
include:

Scotts pine, larch, cedar, and spruce.

Manufactured boards are timber sheets which are produced by gluing wood
layers or wood fibres together.
Manufactured boards have been developed mainly for industrial production as
they can be made in very large sheets of consistent quality. Boards are available
in many thicknesses.
Common manufactured boards you should know include:

Plywood, MDF [Medium Density Fibreboard], and chipboard,

Growth

Manmade. Made from thin wood veneers, low grade
timber, waste wood or recycled

Cost

Generally cheaper than hardwoods

Availability

Easily available and more sustainable, because they use
lower grade timber.

Properties

Properties are quite different for each type of board.

Computer aided design and manufacturing
Computer aided design [CAD] and computer aided manufacturing [CAM]
are essential to ensuring a smooth transition between the designing and manufacturing of
products.
Computer aided design software such as 2D-design tools, has a number of advantages
over designs produced entirely by hand, although many designers prefer to start
sketching out initial ideas on paper as this allows them to be expressed more freely.
Once the design is established it can be drawn accurately using CAD. 3D-CAD software
such as Autodesk will allow the designer to test their ideas and try different finishes to
alter the appearance of the product until the design is finalised.

Advantages of CAD

Disadvantages of CAD

Designs can be created, saved and
edited easily, saving time

CAD software is complex to learn

Designs or parts of designs can be
easily copied or repeated

Software can be very expensive

Designs can be worked on by
remote teams simultaneously

Compatibility issues with
software

Designs can be rendered to look
photo-realistic to gather public
opinion in a range of finishes

Security issues - Risk of data
being corrupted or hacked

CAD is very accurate

Automated machinery is controlled by software to manufacture physical parts.
CAM uses Computer Numerical Control (CNC) and CAD files to generate tool paths
for the machinery to follow.
Each type of CNC device has different control needs.

CNC Laser cutters

work in 2 dimensions by

controlling the position of a high intensity light beam; by
cutting at different power levels and speed rates, laser
cutters can burn through or etch the surface of a
material. They can cut complex shapes in a wide range
of materials including:

Paper, polymers, timber, metals and textile
based materials.

CNC milling machines work in three dimensions to produce intricately and
accurately machined objects such as this jet engine turbine wheel. The designs
are converted into
machine code which creates a series of x, y, z
coordinates for the machine to follow.

Advantages of CAM

Disadvantages of CAM

Faster than traditional tools

Expensive machinery

More accurate than traditional
methods

Need highly skilled engineers to
maintain or repair

Can accurately and repeatedly
make the same thing
Machines can run 24/7

CAM machines can replace skilled
workers, which can lead to
unemployment in manufacturing

MAKING

RESPONDING

How can I be a great TEAM PLAYER?
•

Collaborate - Work with others

•

Cooperate – Listen to each other

•

Contribute – Suggest ideas

•

Compromise – Be fair

How do I create a STILL IMAGE?
•

Space

•

Facial Expressions

•

Levels

•

Gestures

What is a REHEARSAL?
•

The action of practising your work
ready to show.

•

Use your rehearsal time wisely

•

Use the time to develop and improve

How do I give feedback?

PERFORMING

Always focus on What
Worked Well first then
Even Better If….

How do I create a CHARACTER?
MOVEMENT

VOICE
•

Tone

•

Body language

•

Pitch

•

Posture

•

Expression

•

Gestures

•

Projection

•

•

Accent

Facial
Expressions

•

Pace

Be Positive and fair
Comment on:
•

Character

•

Plot line – The story

•

Techniques – Still image

•

Use keywords – Levels,
voice etc.

Performance techniques to remember
•

Present work towards the audience

•

Use the space well

•

Create atmosphere

Other ways of responding
•

Writing in role – writing
from a character’s perspective

•

Drawing locations that link
to your role – An island or
planet

During the Autumn term you will be focusing on your
writing skills whilst studying description and transactional
writing. Here are some key techniques that would be
useful for you to know!

Transactional Techniques
Anecdotes
Everyday
language

Descriptive Techniques
SMOAP

Simile
Metaphor
Onomatopoeia
Alliteration
Adjectives
Adverbs
Personification

When one thing is compared to
another using the words “as” or “like”
One thing is said to be another – not
meant to be taken literally.
The formation of a word from a sound
associated with what is named (e.g.
cuckoo, sizzle).
The same sound within a string or
words near to or next to each other.
Words used to describe nouns
Words used to describe verbs
Giving a personal nature or human
characteristics to something nonhuman

Emotive Words
Exaggeration
Expert Opinion
Pun
Repetition
Rhetorical
Question
Tone

Short, personal stories to
illustrate a point.
Using every day (or colloquial
language) to sound down to
earth.
Words to provoke an emotional
reaction
Making a big thing out of
something small to persuade
people to agree.
Using the opinion of an expert to
add weight to an argument.
A play on words which often
relies on homophones or rhymes.
Repeating words, phrases or an
idea to reinforce an argument.
A question with an obvious
answer which doesn’t need to be
said.
The overall feeling created by a
text.

Other techniques to impress!

Pathetic Fallacy
Hyperbole
Foreshadowing
Cliché
Idioms

When human feelings are amplified by
the weather
Exaggerated statements or claims –
not taken literally
A hint, warning or indication of a
future event
A phrase or statement that is
overused and indicates lack of original
thought
Expressions or turn of phrase such as
“over the moon” or “thrilled to bits”
that has grown and blended into
language over time.

Top tip! You can use your descriptive techniques in
your transactional writing as well!

You will also be reading a book with one of
your teachers and will begin to analyse and
explore the text. Here are some analytical
terms which may help you.

Food Preparation & Nutrition Year 7
Food, Nutrition & Health

Food Science

Carbohydrates 37% of our diet

Protein

Fibre – from
fruit & veg

Dairy

Fats and oils

Slow-release energy
Wholewheat, wholemeal or
brown varieties are the best!
12% of our diet
Growth of the body and
repair of muscles
Meat, fish, pulses such as
lentils and beans
39% of our diet
5 portions of fresh fruit or
vegetables per day
Keeps the digestive system
healthy
8% of our diet
Milk, cheese, yoghurt
Calcium for strong bones and
teeth

1% of our diet
Needed for insulation and
protection of vital organs
Choose unsaturated fats

Enzymic Browning
Enzymes in fruit and vegetables cause them to ripen while
they are growing and this continues once the fruit is picked.
When you slice fruits the oxygen in the air will react with
the substances found in plant cells.
This is called OXIDATION and turns the fruit brown.
It affects apples, potatoes, avocados, mushrooms,
aubergines and bananas mainly.
This can be slowed down or stopped by:
•
•
•

Adding an acid such as lemon juice
Cooking the fruit
Putting them in cold water

Food Safety
Cross- contamination is the transfer of
PATHOGENIC bacteria from one source to another
e.g. from raw meat to cooked foods, or dirty
equipment or through poor personal hygiene.

High Risk Foods

Food Choice –

Raw meat and
Poultry

There are many factors that affect the
choices we make about the food we eat:

Shellfish
Cooked rice
Eggs

Personal Hygiene Rules
1. CLEAN hands before handling food/
after going to the toilet.
2. Wear hair tied back or in a hair net
3. Do not wear nail varnish or false nails
4. Wear a CLEAN apron
5. Remove jewellery
6. Wear a BLUE plaster on cuts
7. Do not sneeze or cough onto food
8. Do not cook if you are ill
Bacteria need the right conditions to multiply
Time

Moisture

Warmth

Food

Large numbers of pathogenic bacteria can cause
food poisoning

Dairy

Preferences & enjoyment
Allergies
Religion
Cost of food
Cooking ability
Availability of ingredients
Activity level
Healthy Eating
Income
Seasonality – when the food is in
season
• Lifestyle – how we live –work ,
eating patterns and habits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Food Provenance

Food Preparation Skills

Provenance – where foods and ingredients originally come from

There are 12 skills that you need to be able to carry out to a good standard.
All of the dishes you make will include at least one of the skills below.

Organic farming – producing food using manure, compost and natural
methods of weed, pest and disease control rather than chemicals
Genetically Modified (GM) – a science technique that enables a particular
characteristic from a plant or animal to be inserted into the genes of
another. For example crops can be made to be resistant to disease and
farmers can grow more (higher yield)
Intensive farming – growing or rearing large numbers of the same type of
plant or animal in one place ‘Factory Farming’
Free range –produced by a farming technique where animals have more
space to move and live naturally
Seasonal- foods that are only grown at certain times of the year. E.g.
British grown asparagus is only available in May and June
Sustainability – producing food in a way that can be maintained over a
long period of time and protects the environment e.g sustainable fishing
Food Miles – the distance any food travels from where it is grown or
produced to where it is sold

1
General
Skills

2
Knife
Skills

7
Prepare ,
combine
& Shape

8
Saucemaking

3
Preparing
Fruit &
Veg
9

4
Using the
cooker

Tenderise
&
Marinate

Doughmaking

10

5
6
Using
Cooking
equipment Methods
11
Raising
Agents

12
Setting
Mixtures

Small Equipment

Chef’s knife

Desert spoon (15ml)

Mixing bowl
Sieve

Vegetable peeler
Measuring jug

Tablespoon (25ml)
Garlic crusher

Wooden spoon
Rolling pin
Spatula
Fish slice
Baking tray

Chopping board
Cooling rack
Grater
Palette knife
Teaspoon (5ml)

Pastry brush
Cutter
Saucepan
Wok
Fork

FRENCH Year 7/ Expo 1 - Module

Do not forget that there is an
audio version on our Portico!

FRENCH Year 7/ Expo 1 - Module 2

Do not forget that there is an
audio version on our Portico!





Map symbols are used to
represent real objects.
Without symbols, maps would
not be possible. Both shapes
and colours can be use
for symbols on maps.
A map key tells the reader what
the map symbols mean.

Medieval Britain – Invasions, Inventions, Infections

Medieval Britain – Invasions, Inventions, Infections

MUSIC – Form and Structure
Key Words:
Melody – the tune of the music
Accompaniment – a musical part that supports the
melody
Harmony - additional notes that are different to the
melody line
Accidentals - the black notes on the keyboard that
are known as sharps or flats
Chord - three or more notes played at the same
time
Improvisation - when music is made up on the spot
Ostinato - a repeated pattern in music

Physical Education – Year 7 Boys
Rugby

Rules- Passing (you can only pass

Basketball

Rules- No contact (you cannot contact

backwards)

any other player)

arms around the body below the chest, no
tripping)

with one hand and once held with two hands
cannot dribble again)

Rules in contact (attempt to wrap the

12 a side year 7
Skills- Ball handling and carrying
Passing (pop, long, offload, spin)
Tackling (holding the player in possession of the ball whilst on the ground)
Rucking (a tackle on the ground with one person from each team on their feet

competing for the ball)

Equipment- Rugby boots with studs
Gum shield
Head guard
Famous role model: Owen Farrell: England rugby
captain who plays fly half or centre
Abbie Brown: captained England women’s sevens at
the 2018 commonwealth games.

Football

Rules- Offside rule (an attacker cannot
be beyond the last defender when the ball is
played)
No handballs (the ball is not allowed to

contact your arm or hand intentionally by any
outfield player)

Fouls (a free kicks or penalty is awarded if a foul is committed)
Skills- Ball familiarisation- control and dribbling
Passing and receiving
Tackling and defending
Shooting and attacking
Equipment- Boots and shin pads
Famous role model: Cristiano Ronaldo plays for Real
Madrid and Portugal. He’s considered one of the
greatest of all time. He has won five Ballon d'Or awards

Double dribble (you must dribble the ball
Traveling (the ball has to be released after
your second step and before your third)

Score (by getting ball through net, score 3 points outside of the semicircle and 2 points within the semi-circle)

Skills: Passing and receiving passes
Dribbling with the ball
Shooting
Defending
Team work/Set plays
Famous role model: Lebron James: American NBA
player who has four NBA Most Valuable Player
Awards, three NBA Finals MVP Awards, two
Olympic gold medals, and is the all-time NBA
playoffs scoring leader

Fitness

Components of fitness:
Cardiovascular Endurance(the ability of the
heart and lungs to supply oxygen to working muscles)

Strength (The ability to overcome resistance, there are 4 types:
maximal, static, explosive and dynamic)

Muscular Endurance (the ability of a muscle or muscle group to

undergo repeated contractions without fatigue)

Flexibility (the range of movement possible at a joint)
Agility (the ability to move and change direction at speed while
maintaining control)

Famous role model: Mat Fraser an American
professional CrossFit athlete known for winning
the 2016 and 2017 CrossFit Games and taking
second place at the 2014 and 2015 CrossFit Games.

Swimming

Strokes: Front crawl
Breast stroke
Back stroke
Butterfly
Things to learn:
Body position
Breathing
Water safety
Safe exit and entry to pool
Diving
Turning
Famous role model: Michael Phelps is the
most successful and most decorated
Olympian of all time, with a total of 28
medals. Phelps also holds the all-time
records for Olympic gold medals (23),

Gymnastics

Components of gymnastics
Shapes (tuck, pike, straddle, straight, star)
Jumps
Balances (counter balance, counter tension)
Rolls (horizontal and vertical)
Dynamics
Unison (movements performed at the same time)
Cannon (movements that happen one after another)
Famous role model: Max Whitlock is a fivetime Olympic medallist (all around, team,
floor exercise and twice on pommel horse),
winning two golds and three bronzes,

Physical Education – Year 7 Girls
Netball

Rules: 7 a side
3 second rule (you must pass the ball
within 3 seconds)
1 meter obstruction (you are not

allowed to be closer than 1m to the person with
the ball)

Badminton

Rules: Grip (only one hand
grip on the racket)

Serve (must be underarm)
Hits (can only hit the shuttle once
when it comes over the net)

Skills: Clear shots (shots
are aimed towards the back of
Skills: Chest pass (two handed pass from your chest height to the receivers that
the court)
chest height, used for short distances)
Drop shots (shots that are
Shoulder pass (one or two handed from your shoulder to pass over a longer close to the net in height and land just over the net)
distance)
Knowledge of court lines ( For singles long and thin, for Doubles
Centre pass (at the start of each quarter or after a goal is scored a centre
short and wide)
pass must be taken and received in the centre third)
Famous Role models: Gabby Adcock along with
Position knowledge ( Know where each position is allowed to go: GK, GD, partner Chris Adcock has won
WD, C, WA, GA, GS)
multiple Commonwealth mixed
Famous role model: Beth Cobden is
double Gold medals
an English Netball player who plays for
Loughborough Lightning and was part of
the squad who won Commonwealth
Netball Gold in 2018

Hockey

Rules: 7 a side
Right handed stick (there are no left handed sticks)
Ball contact (can only be on the flat side of the stick)
Foot fault rule (at no time can the ball touch your feet)
Skills: Passing and receiving the ball
Dribbling with ball (ball and stick must be in contact)
Corners (Short corner is taken within the semi-circle, a long corner is taken
outside the semi-circle)

Famous Role Model: Kate Richardson Walsh is an
Olympic Gold and Bronze Medal winning English
hockey player. She was capped a record 375 times for
her country and was the England and Great Britain
Captain for 13 years.

Swimming

Strokes: Front crawl
Breast stroke
Back stroke
Butterfly
Things to learn:
Body position
Breathing
Water safety
Safe exit and entry
to pool
Diving
Turning
Famous role model: Katie Ledecky has won
five Olympic Gold medals and 14 world
championship Gold medals, the most in
history for a female swimmer

Fitness

Components of fitness:
Cardiovascular Endurance (the ability of

the heart and lungs to supply oxygen to working
muscles)

Strength (The ability to overcome resistance, there are 4 types:
maximal, static, explosive and dynamic)

Muscular Endurance (the ability of a muscle or muscle group to
undergo repeated contractions without fatigue)
Flexibility (the range of movement possible at a joint)
Agility (the ability to move and change direction at speed while
maintaining control)

Famous role model: Katrín Davíðsdóttir is an
Icelandic CrossFit games athlete, she is the women's

champion of the 2015 and 2016 CrossFit Games.

Gymnastics
Components of gymnastics
Shapes (tuck, pike, straddle, straight,

star)

Jumps
Balances (counter balance, counter tension)
Rolls (horizontal and vertical)
Dynamics
Unison (movements performed at the same time)
Cannon (movements that happen one after another)
Famous role model: Simone Biles is the
2016 Olympic individual all-around, vault
and floor Gold medallist.

An Organelle is a specific part within a living cell that serves a function e.g. nucleus.
Here are the organelles you need to know about:

Organelle

Function

Nucleus

Contains genetic material which controls the cell’s activities

Cell Membrane

Controls the movement of substances in and out of the cell

Cytoplasm

Where most of the chemical reactions happen

Mitochondria

Where most energy is released in respiration

Ribosome

Where protein synthesis happens

Cell Wall

Strengthens the cell and supports the plant

Chloroplast

Absorb light energy for photosynthesis (contains chlorophyll)

Vacuole

Filled with cell sap to help keep the cell turgid to provide support.

Cells

Science – Year7 – Autumn Term
Plant cells contain all of the above organelles.
Animal cells contain all of them apart from cell wall, chloroplasts and large, permanent
vacuole.

Unicellular organisms are
made of one cell (eg amoeba)
Multicellular organisms are
made of many cells (eg

human)

Cell

Tissue

Organ

Organ system

Cell

The structural, function and biological unit of all organisms

Tissue

Made from a group of cells with a similar structure and
function, which all work together to do a particular job

Organ

Made from a group of different tissues, which all work
together to do a particular job

Organ System

Made from a group of different organs, which all work
together to do a particular job
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